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ABSTRACE

Earthcrypt Engine facilitates cryptocurrency storage,transactions,payments and
exchange for small crypto assets.
The application supports as much as ten other assets providing for spending
flexibility.
Earthcryptntokens are locked up monthly for staking payout in Ethereum.
Bitcoin wallet will integrate Segwit to reduce withdrawal charges .
Earthcrypt payment card allows users to do online transaction for small spends or
payment.
There is a limit to the amount of assets you can store on our platform because our
scope will only cover small assets for daily spends creating more transactions.
No limit to the amount of ECR TOKENS storage because we encourage out tokens
to have less circulatory supply.
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DISCLAIMER

The information contained in this whitepaper does
not constitute a financial advice and it is not an
invitation to invest . Please consult your financial
advicer.
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CHALLENGES AND EARTHCRYPT SOLUTION

Earthcrypt is a small assets storage with low transaction and
withdrawal charges compared to what most other exchanges and
wallets charge.
Earthcrypt small asset wallet system removes the need for kyc to asses
your wallet.
Eathcrypt is safe and secured. No deposit charges
Staking payment in Ethereum .
Earthcrypt supports other assets creating more flexibility.
No more high charges for your small assets. Keep it earthcrypted.
Integration of Fiat will make earthcrypt fastest route to your bank
account.
All referral payments instant .
The earthcrypt platform will be licensed globally.
We have experience traders among the team to ensure that our funds
are not depleted by frequent Eth price volatility.
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FEATURES OF EARTHCRYPT

 High security. Wallets highly secured with 2FA options for both
email and authenticator enabled. Cold storage also considered.
 Staking of ECR tokens .This will help reduce supply and give ECR
price stability. Payment of staking is in Eth .Our reserve fund will
be traded until the platform is completely setup.
 ECR application supports up to ten other cryptocurrencies.
 Withrawal of third party assets are free except the transaction
charges mined by the network.
 Earthcrypt wallet only store small assets. This will ensure we only
attract daily spenders to create more transactions. Only ECR
staking does not have a cap.
 Fiat payment integration.
 ECRcard online payment.
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MARKET POTENTIAL

Earthcrypt market is dependent on the growing market demands for
crypto based assets which is perceived to be on its early adoption.
With cryptocurrency growth forcast at 1 trillion dollars more adoption
is expected and we are positioning our platform leverage on it .
Exchanges around the world are adding thousands of users daily even
after Bitcoin recent pullback in price.
The huge surge in demand for blockchain assets has created enormous
commercial and market opportunities for start-ups.
Earthcrypt product is unique because it provides easy and convenient
way to spend and store your crypto assets and it will be licensed
globally to integrate Fiat and other payments.
We offer small asset wallet system with low transactions charges
earthcrypt demand will increase because there are more lower number
of transactions in entire crypto space.

Earthcrypt market
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TOKEN INFORMATION

NAME:EARTHCRYPT
SYMBOL:ECR
DECIMAL:8
SUPPLY:15BILLION
TOKEN STANDARD: ERC-20
CONTRACT ADDRESS:
0xBf695B7C7EeD05c1B344a6dB5D0f4e51c7772277

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Item:
ICO
DEVELOPMENT
AIRDROP/REFERAL/BONUS
TEAM
TOTAL

%
53
33
10
4
100

ECR
8,000,000,000
5,000,000,000
1,500,000,000
500,000,000
15,000,000,000
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Distribution

TEAM
4%
A/B
10%

ICO
53%
DEV
33%

ICO DETAILS
PRE-SALE:1 ETH…….18M ECR
MAIN-SALE:1ETH…..15M ECR

SOFTCAP 350ETH
HARDCAP 500ETH
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PRICE PREDICTION

We are very optimistic that ECR token will receive a global acceptance
and therefore set our price target of 1cent in one year.
Reasons:
1. Buy back plan.
2. We will burn some tokens periodically.
3. The supply of ECR token will equate to the supply of Ethereum
according to our team set out plan.

CAVEAT
Crypto assets are very volatile and we do not offer any guarantee on
future price and returns.
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ROADMAP

